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The scope of gas-phase ion/ion chemistry accessible to mass spectrometry is largely defined
by the available tools. Due to the development of novel instrumentation, a wide range of
reaction phenomenologies has been noted, many of which have been studied extensively and
exploited for analytical applications. This perspective presents the development of mass
spectrometry–based instrumentation for the study of the gas-phase ion/ion chemistry in
which at least one of the reactants is multiply charged. The instrument evolution is presented
within the context of three essential elements required for any ion/ion reaction study: the
ionization source(s), the reaction vessel or environment, and the mass analyzer. Ionization
source arrangements have included source combinations that allow for reactions between
multiply charged ions of one polarity and singly charged ions of opposite polarity, arrange-
ments that enable the study of reactions of multiply charged ions of opposite polarity and,
most recently, arrangements that allow for ion formation from more than two ion sources.
Gas-phase ion/ion reaction studies have been performed at near atmospheric pressure in flow
reactor designs and within electrodynamic ion traps operated in the mTorr range. With ion
trap as a reaction vessel, ionization and reaction processes can be independently optimized
and ion/ion reactions can be implemented within the context of MSn experiments. Spatial
separation of the reaction vessel from the mass analyzer allows for the use of any form of mass
analysis in conjunction with ion/ion reactions. Time-of-flight mass analysis, for example, has
provided significant improvements in mass analysis figures of merit relative to mass filters and
ion traps. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2008, 19, 173–189) © 2008 American Society for Mass
Spectrometry

Prominent among the many contributions made by
Graham Cooks to the field of mass spectrometry
is the development of novel instrumentation,

particularly for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS).
The development and evaluation of new tools has
clearly been a central activity and contributor to the
dramatic advances in the capabilities of mass spectrom-
etry over the past several decades. In this perspective,
we relate the evolution of instrumentation for research
activities focused on the study and use of ion/ion
reactions and offer it as one example of many where
progress in an area of science is intimately related to
and dependent on the development of instrumentation.
It is provided in appreciation for the inspirational
example of creativity in instrumentation development
[1] provided by Cooks over the years.

Electrospray ionization (ESI) [2], among its many contri-
butions, enabled the development of macro-molecule ion/
ion chemistry as a research area. The multiple-charging
phenomenon associatedwith electrospray makes possible
the generation of multiply charged reactant ions. This
capability leads to the possibility that at least one
ion/ion reaction product can retain charge, which
makes such a product directly amenable to study with
mass spectrometry. In the past two decades, significant
progress has been made in understanding and explor-
ing the gas-phase ion/ion chemistry of high mass
multiply charged ions. A variety of potential analytical
applications have been developed accordingly. Con-
trolled charge reduction via proton transfer ion/ion
reactions, for example, has been shown to be particu-
larly powerful for charge state manipulation. Associ-
ated applications have been demonstrated in mixture
analysis, especially with the application of the “ion
parking” technique [3] for gas-phase ion concentration
and purification [4], the formation of ions that are not
directly produced by ESI for subsequent tandem mass
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spectrometry studies [5], and the reduction of the
product ion charge states to singly and doubly charged
species, to simplify the interpretation of product ion
spectra [6]. Ion/ion reactions that allow for multiple
proton transfers in a single encounter can lead to the
inversion of charge [7] and two such encounters in
series can even lead to a net increase in charge for one
of the reactants [8, 9], which can be desirable for
subsequent structural interrogation [10]. The recent
demonstration of ion/ion electron transfer to multiply
protonated polypeptides that leads to structurally infor-
mative fragmentation, a process known as electron-
transfer dissociation (ETD) [11, 12], provides a major
new structure determination tool in proteomics. Metal
ion transfer [13–15] and complex formation [16], al-
though less developed than proton transfer and elec-
tron transfer for analytical applications, are also
ion/ion reaction phenomenologies that have been
examined. The reader is directed to two comprehen-
sive reviews [17, 18] of ion/ion chemistry for more
detailed information on the reaction phenomenology,
fundamental reaction dynamics, and applications.
The focus of the current review is to highlight the
instrument evolution for gas-phase ion/ion chemis-
try up to the end of 2006.
A fundamental requirement for the study of ion/ion

reactions is the ability to form ions of opposite polarity
within the context of a single experiment. For this
reason, exclusively home-built or extensively modified
commercial instrumentation, until very recently, has
been used to conduct research in ion/ion chemistry.
With the emerging commercial availability of instru-
ments that support ion/ion reactions, it is appropriate
to examine the evolution of instrumentation for ion/ion
reaction studies. It is convenient to summarize this
evolution within the context of the three major compo-
nents to any ion/ion reaction experiment: ion forma-
tion, ion/ion reaction, and mass analysis of the prod-
ucts. The ion formation aspect determines the identities
of the reactants and how they are delivered to one
another. The next aspect relates to the environment and
conditions in which the ion/ion reactions take place.
Finally, the form of mass analysis of the products, as
with any mass spectrometry experiment, plays an im-
portant role in determining the quality of information
that can be derived from the experiment, largely
through mass measurement accuracy, resolving power,
and mass-to-charge range. Therefore, an apparatus suit-
able for gas-phase ion/ion reactions should consist of
ionization sources, a reaction vessel (or region), and a
mass analyzer, as summarized in Scheme 1.

All of the major developments in the exploration of
tools for ion/ion reactions can be classified according to
one or more of the component aspects indicated in
Scheme 1. This perspective, therefore, discusses these
developments within the context of the three major
components and begins with the ion/ion reaction
environment.

Reaction Vessel

Perhaps the most important requirement for the study
of ion/ion reactions is the provision of an environment
that allows for the physical and temporal overlap of
oppositely charged ions, preferably at low relative
translational energies. Such environments have been
created either external or internal to a mass spectrom-
eter. In the former case, ion/ion reactions have taken
place at near-atmospheric pressure before ion sampling
into the vacuum system of a mass spectrometer. In the
latter case, reactions have taken place within the con-
fines of an electrodynamic ion trap, typically in the
presence of a background gas in the milliTorr range.
Instrumentation associated with each of the two cate-
gories is subsequently described.

Atmospheric Pressure Ion/Ion Reactions Followed
by Mass Analysis

Y-tube/quadrupole mass filter. The first ion/ion reaction
studies involving multiply charged ions were described
by Ogorzalek-Loo et al. in the early 1990s [19, 20]. Ions
of opposite polarity were introduced into two arms of a
Y-shaped capillary separated by a 60° angle, where they
merged in the flow leading to the inlet of a quadrupole
mass filter. A schematic diagram of the apparatus used
for this kind of work is shown in Figure 1.
The Y-shaped capillary is the novel element of this

apparatus, which functions as a flow reactor at near
atmospheric pressure. It provides means for delivering
oppositely charged ions to one another, as well as a
mixing region for reactions. The residence time in the
mixing region has been estimated to be about 5 � 10�4 s.
The Y-shape arrangement allows for the use of two
spatially separated ion sources to form charged reactants,
where three modes of operation have been reported: (1)
single electrospray (to record data in the absence of
ion/ion reactions); (2) dual ESI sources operated at
opposite polarity; and (3) ESI with an atmospheric
pressure discharge source with all three ion polarity
combinations (�/�, �/�, or �/�). ESI droplet desol-
vation in those studies was facilitated by heated coun-
tercurrent gas and/or by heating the capillary. A vari-
ety of interesting and potential useful phenomena have
been observed for the first time, including proton-
transfer reactions resulting in reduced charge states and
charge inversion. The Y-tube reactor has the advantage
of simple implementation of ion/ion reactions on any
kind of electrospray mass spectrometer with a relativelyScheme 1. Instrument components for ion/ion reaction studies.
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high degree of flexibility, in terms of the range of
reactant ions amenable to study. On the other hand, it
can be difficult to establish well-defined and controlled
reaction conditions in the Y-tube reactor. Various mix-
tures of ions, solvent vapors, and atmospheric gases
were typically present in the Y-tube, which could vary
according to the experimental parameters, such as the
discharge current, needle inlet spacing, and the inlet
aperture size. Furthermore, the parameters just mentioned
were not completely independent of one another, thereby
complicating control of the number of the positive and
negative ions delivered to the inlet/reactor, the pressure
in the capillary reaction, and the amount of solvent
association induced by discharge operation. In addition to
complications associated with the front end reactor, the

limited mass-to-charge (m/z) range of the quadrupole
mass filter almost surely prevents detection of many
ion/ion reaction products. For these reasons, some of the
results described in the publications with the Y-tube setup
raised a number of interesting questions that could not be
addressed definitively with the instrument in Figure 1.

Charge reduction electrospray/time-of-flight (TOF) mass
spectrometry. In 1999, Smith and coworkers reported
charge reduction of biopolymer ions formed via elec-
trospray with the use of atmospheric pressure ion/ion
reactions [21]. The instrument used in the original study
contained three basic components: ESI source; a charge
neutralization chamber, as shown in Figure 2; and an
orthogonal TOF mass spectrometer [22].

Figure 1. Instrument diagram of the apparatus that incorporates a Y-shaped capillary inlet/flow-
reactor for ion/ion reaction studies. (Reprinted from Ogorzalek-Loo et al. [20] with permission from
Elsevier. Copyright © 1992 by the American Society for Mass Spectrometry.)

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the charge neutralization chamber with �-particle source used for�
charge reduction of ions formed from ESI, coupled to a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. (Reprinted
from Scalf et al. [22] with permission from Analytical Chemistry. Copyright © 2000 American Chemical
Society.)
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The analyte species formed by ESI, in the form of
ions and charged aerosols, were carried into the neu-
tralization chamber via a flow of gas. The neutralization
chamber hosted a disk of 210Po, an �-particle source,�
which ionized the bath gas to form singly charged ions
of both polarities. The subsequent reactions between the
singly charged ions derived from the radioactive source
and aerosol droplets and/or analyte ions gave rise to
charge reduction. In this reactor, the degree of charge
reduction occurring in the chamber can be controlled by
adjusting the flux of �-particles via shielding the surface�
area of the 210Po source and the residence time of the
analyte ion in the chamber by varying the gas flow
speed. The product ions were then directed to an orthog-
onal TOFmass analyzer with an upperm/z limit of 25,000.
Shortly after describing the use of the �-particle–based��
source, the Smith group developed a corona discharge
source for the charge reduction reactions [23]. The
configuration of the neutralization chamber was similar
to the one shown in Figure 2, except that the 210Po
source was replaced by a “point-to-plate” corona dis-
charge source. Control over ion/ion reaction rates was
achieved by adjusting the voltage applied to the corona
discharge source. Optimized designs of the charge
reduction chamber for both the corona discharge source
and an �-particle� source were recently described [24],
where an O-ring seal connected the reaction chamber
with the inlet of a mass spectrometer, as shown sche-
matically in Figure 3.
Ion transfer through the chamber was facilitated by a

vacuum-induced air-flow, as compared to the high gas
flow required in the previous designs. The corona
discharge source (Figure 3a) was removed from the
path of the electrospray ions, thereby reducing interfer-
ence with the ESI source. The reaction time was fixed by
the travel time through the field-free region in the
chamber, calculated to be around 10 ms. The control of
charge reduction was achieved by adjusting gas flow
through the corona discharge, which in turn deter-
mined the reagent ion intensity available for reactions.
The new design provided an order-of-magnitude in-
crease in ion signals with control over the extent of

charge reduction. In addition to the dominant proton-
transfer reactions, oxidation and nitrate addition were
observed as side reactions, which could be reduced by
flowing an organic vapor in nitrogen gas through the
corona discharge [24]. The �-particle� source was re-
ported to have the advantage of producing a higher flux
of charge-reducing species compared to the corona
discharge source. However, the corona discharge
source obviated licensing and handling of radioactive
materials and the need to replace the �-particle source�
after its gradual decay over time.
A common characteristic of the two atmospheric

ion/ion reaction strategies discussed earlier is that
mass analysis is physically separated from the ion-
ization and ion/ion reaction regions. The advantages
associated with this include simple adaptation of the
ion/ion reactors to any mass spectrometer with an
ESI interface, independent optimization of the mass
analyzer to achieve the best mass analysis perfor-
mance, no restriction on the reactions imposed by the
mass analyzer [e.g., no trapping limit for reactants, as
compared to reactions in ion trap instruments (see
following text)], and the ease of switching reaction
polarity. On the other hand, because the ionization
and reaction regions are in close proximity, or even
integrated, independent control of reactant species
and the extent of reaction in the reaction region are
limited with these approaches. They do not allow for
a true tandem mass spectrometry experiment in
which an ion/ion reaction takes place between mass
analysis stages.

Electrodynamic Ion Traps as Reaction Vessels

The ability of the quadrupole ion trap to simultaneously
store ions of opposite polarity was demonstrated nearly
three decades ago [25]. Not until 1995, however, was a
quadrupole ion trap reported to be used for the study of
the reactions of oppositely charged ions [26]. A key
advantage of the use of an ion trap as the reaction
vessel is its well-known capability for executing MSn

experiments [27] as a result of the “tandem-in-time”

Figure 3. Diagram of the charge neutralization chamber with (a) the corona discharge and (b) the
�-particle source. Attachment to the mass spectrometer inlet via an O-ring seal greatly improved ion�
transmission. (Reprinted from Frey et al. [24] with permission from Elsevier. Copyright © 2005 by the
American Society for Mass Spectrometry.)
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nature of the device. Furthermore, use of the ion trap
for ion/ion reactions facilitates the separation of the
ionization and ion/ion reaction steps. These charac-
teristics have been especially useful in the study of
ion/ion reactions, particularly for defining ion gene-
alogical relationships. They also enable a wide and
growing range of analytical experiments that rely on
MSn capabilities. Ion/ion reactions have been imple-
mented both with three-dimensional (3D) ion traps
(i.e., those based on conventional Paul traps) and
with two-dimensional (2D) ions traps (i.e., those
based on linear quadrupole arrays for trapping in x-
and y-dimensions and end plates for trapping in the
z-dimension). Developments made with each version
of electrodynamic ion trap are discussed briefly in
turn.

Ion/ion reactions in 3D quadrupole ion traps. In the
conventional 3D ion trap, in which a ring-electrode is
sandwiched between two end-cap electrodes, ions are
stored in each of the three linear dimensions by the
radio-frequency (RF) voltage applied between the ring
electrode and the two end-cap electrodes. In the absence
of a DC field, ions of opposite polarity are both stored
simultaneously at the center of the ion trap. A light bath
gas, such as helium, present at roughly 1 mTorr, is
commonly used in ion trap experiments to translation-
ally cool ions to the center of the ion trap, which is
attractive for ion/ion reactions from the standpoint of
maximizing spatial overlap and minimizing relative
translational energies. Thus, no modification to a 3D ion
trap is necessary to enable ion/ion reaction studies,
provided means are available to form or admit the
reactant ions. However, the use of an ion trap as an
ion/ion reaction vessel leads both to constraints and to
unique capabilities. For example, the presence of ions of
opposite polarity can lead to deviations in expected
behavior based on the ion trapping conditions in the
absence of oppositely charged ions. When the oppo-
sitely charged ions are at low ion densities, the macro-
scopic motions (i.e., oscillatory frequencies and ampli-
tudes) of the oppositely charged ions are largely
independent of one another and are determined by the
trapping conditions (e.g., trap radius, RF frequency, RF
amplitude, bath gas identity, and pressure). However,
at some point, ion numbers can become sufficiently
large that ion motion can be significantly affected by the
presence of oppositely charged ions [28]. In this sce-
nario, predicted ion frequencies based on the operating
conditions of the ion trap no longer apply. For this
reason, when it is desirable to use the ion trap as the
mass analyzer, ions of one polarity are ejected before
mass analysis of the ions of opposite polarity.
A constraint placed on ion/ion reactions by use of an

ion trap as the reaction vessel arises from the limited
range of mass-to-charge values that can be stored
simultaneously. In the absence of a DC field, the lower
limit to mass-to-charge for ion storage is sharply de-

fined by the point at which the qz value [29] for an ion
is 0.908, where

qz �
8zeVRFV

mr0
2�2 (1)

where VRFVV is RF amplitude, � is RF frequency, r0 is ion
trap radius, m is mass, z is unit charge, and e is electron
charge. The upper limit to mass-to-charge for ion stor-
age is less sharply defined but is related to the pseudo-
potential trapping well, Dz [29], approximated at qz

values �0.4 by

Dz �
zeVRFV2VV

4mr0
2�2 (2)

Ions with kinetic energies that approach or exceed Dz

are not effectively stored. Note that Dz is inversely
related to mass-to-charge ratio. Thus, given that � and
r0 are held constant in most ion trap experiments, the
m/z range for mutual ion storage is determined by the
value of VRFVV . Note, however, that the m/z range for
mutual ion storage can be expanded if high ion densi-
ties of the low m/z reactant can be established such that
the strong electric field of the low m/z ions can prevent
the escape of the high m/z ions when the ion trapping
field is too weak to do so. This technique has been
referred to as “trapping by proxy” [30] because the high
m/z ions are stored by the electric field of the low m/z
ions that, in turn, are stored by the oscillating quadru-
polar field.
The constraints imposed by the use of an ion trap as

an ion/ion reaction vessel notwithstanding, the ion
manipulation capabilities afforded by the ion trap en-
vironment provide for unique and useful capabilities.
For example, the ion trap allows for ion/ion reactions to
be used within the context of an MSn experiment. A
major advantage associated with the use of an ion trap as
an ion/ion reaction vessel, at least at relatively low ion
densities, is the fact that ions assume m/z-dependent
frequencies of motion in the oscillating quadrupolar field.
This allows for the use of supplementary fields to inhibit
selectively ion/ion reaction rates, an approach referred to
as “ion parking” [3]. The ion/ion reaction rate of a specific
ion can be inhibited by applying a low-amplitude (smaller
than that used to effect collision-induced dissociation)
supplementary radio-frequency signal to the end-cap elec-
trodes at or near to the z-dimension fundamental secular
frequency of the ion. This small degree of ion accelera-
tion reduces the spatial overlap of the oppositely
charged ions and also increases their relative velocities.
The net effect is the inhibition of the ion/ion reaction
rate of the ion of interest. This phenomenon allows for
the concentration of most of the ion signal initially
dispersed among multiple charge states by the ESI
process into a single charge state. Single-frequency ion
parking has been proved to be quite useful in gas-phase
concentration and purification of single components of
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a multi-component mixture for further interrogation via
MS/MS [4].
In addition to the single frequency ion parking for

ions within a narrow m/z range, ion/ion reaction rates
can be inhibited over a broad range, referred as “par-
allel ion parking.” Parallel ion parking can be imple-
mented in an ion trap in several ways. Grosshans et al.
[31, 32] have suggested application of a dipolar DC
voltage across the end-cap electrodes, which leads to a
physical separation of cation and anion clouds in the
ion trap that is m/z-dependent. In this approach, all ions
with m/z ratios above a particular value are parked.
Alternatively, a tailored waveform has been used in
parallel ion parking as a means to inhibit sequential
ion/ion reactions, whereby notches were used to accel-
erate product ions differing only in m/z from those of
the selected reactants [33]. A single frequency AC signal
of relatively high amplitude applied in a dipolar fash-
ion on a 3D or linear ion trap can also induce parallel
ion parking [34]. The high amplitude gives rise to the
acceleration of a range of m/z values compared to the
use of the same frequency at much lower amplitudes.
Parallel ion parking has been shown to be useful in
inhibiting second-generation ion/ion reactions in ETD
and for the simultaneous concentration of protein ion
signals derived from protein mixtures.

Ion/ion reactions in linear quadrupole ion traps. With the
introduction of linear quadrupole ion trap mass spec-
trometers [35, 36], interest has been directed to the
implementation of ion/ion reactions in such devices.
Linear ion traps have an inherent efficiency advantage
over 3D ion traps with respect to coupling with ion
sources, detectors, and other devices. Ions can be ad-
mitted and transmitted, for example, along the center
axis of the device without having to overcome a large
RF barrier, unlike the case with the 3D ion trap. For this
reason, the linear ion trap is particularly attractive for
implementation as an ion/ion reaction vessel in hybrid
instruments. The conventional means for storing ions
along the central axis, however, (i.e., the use of static
potentials at the ends of the quadrupole array) is not
effective for the mutual storage of ions of opposite
polarity. As a result, two approaches have been pur-
sued for implementing ion/ion reactions in linear ion
traps. One involves adapting the ion trap for mutual
ion storage and the other involves storage of one ion
polarity, whereas the ions of opposite polarity are
passed or transmitted through the stored ion popula-
tion. The instrumentation developments related to each
of these strategies are discussed here.

MUTUAL STORAGE MODE ION/ION REACTIONS IN LIN-

EAR ION TRAPS. The oscillating RF field of the quadru-
pole array provides mutual ion polarity storage in the x-
and y-dimensions (i.e., in the radial plane) when the
voltages applied to pairs of opposing rods are equal in
amplitude and 180° out of phase (i.e., a condition
referred to as “balanced RF”). Mutual ion polarity

storage, however, is not achieved in the axial or z-
dimension when static DC potentials are applied to
trapping plates at either of the quadrupole arrays.
Therefore, an additional RF field is needed to store
oppositely charged ions in all dimensions in a linear ion
trap. Applying RF voltages directly to the end lenses of
a linear ion trap is one straightforward solution to
creating an RF barrier at the ends of the array. In 2004,
the Hunt group [11] demonstrated mutual trapping
ion/ion reaction experiments on a modified linear ion
trap mass spectrometer (Finnigan LTQ mass spectrom-
eter, Thermo Electron, San Jose, CA, USA). The major
instrument modifications involved superposing sec-
ondary RF potentials on the containment lenses of the
linear ion trap for axial trapping during the ion/ion
reaction period and adding a chemical ionization (CI)
source for reagent anion formation at the end of the
linear ion trap opposite to that used for introducing
analyte ions formed via electrospray. The front ESI/rear
CI source arrangement allows reactant ions to be intro-
duced into the linear ion trap along the null axis of the
RF quadrupole field from the two ends, which results in
high ion injection and trapping efficiency. The three-
segment configuration of the linear ion trap itself per-
mits flexible control of the ion/ion reaction mixing
process via adjustment of the DC biases of these ele-
ments. As illustrated in Figure 4, the positive and
negative ions can be axially segregated or mixed for

Figure 4. Schematic of steps involving ion/ion reactions in a
linear ion trap instrument. (Reprinted from Syka et al. [11] with
permission from the National Academy of Sciences. Copyright
© 2004.)
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different purposes during ion injection, ion isolation,
reaction initiation, and reaction termination periods.
The initial studies describing ETD have been per-

formed with this apparatus. In more recent studies, the
same group has used this instrument setup to demon-
strate MSn experiments that combine an ETD step
followed by a proton-transfer (PT) ion/ion reaction step
by adding a second reagent to the CI source to serve as
the proton-transfer reactant [37]. Whole protein charac-
terization on a chromatographic scale has been demon-
strated using this sequential ETD/PT method [38]. The
ion/ion reactions of multiply deprotonated peptide
ions with xenon radical cations have also been studied
using the same instrument setup [39].
An alternative means for creating an RF barrier for

mutual ion polarity storage along the z-dimension is to
unbalance the RF applied to the quadrupole array [40,
41]. When the DC offset of the quadrupole array and the
containment lenses are at the same level, subtracting a
fraction of RF amplitude applied to one set of opposing
rods and increasing by the same amount the RF level on
the pair of rods is equivalent to applying the same
fraction of RF to the containment lenses. A conceptual
depiction is shown in Figure 5, where the degree of
unbalance is defined as the percentage deviation of the
RF amplitude from the average amplitude on both rods
of the pair. The degree of unbalance can be adjusted by
adding and subtracting turns of the inductance coil in
the RF circuitry to the two poles of the quadrupole rod
sets. Note that in the unbalanced condition, the ions
experience an oscillating RF field in the z-dimension
only at the ends of the rod set. It is in the fringing
regions that the balance between poles is meaningful
for trapping in the z-dimension.
Ion/ion reactions in a linear ion trap operated in an

unbalanced RF condition (54%) were demonstrated on a
modified hybrid triple quadrupole/linear ion trap mass

spectrometer, where an atmospheric sampling glow
discharge source was mounted to the side of the third
quadrupole (Q3) of the assembly for directing negative
reagent ions into Q3 between the rods [41]. The sche-
matic diagram of the apparatus is provided in Figure 6.
Proton-transfer ion/ion reactions were carried out with
multiply protonated protein ions formed by ESI and
anions derived from glow discharge ionization of per-
fluro(methyldecaline) (PMD). Many of the key ion/ion
proton transfer reaction experiments demonstrated pre-
viously with 3D quadruple ion traps were executable in
the unbalanced Q3 linear ion trap. However, the pres-
ence of RF barriers at the ends of a linear ion trap can
compromise other aspects of an MSn experiment if they
cannot be created and removed at appropriate points
in the sequence of events. For example, high RF barriers
at the ends of the array can adversely affect ion
injection into the ion trap and can degrade the perfor-
mance of mass analysis using mass selective axial
ejection (MSAE) [42]. Therefore, subsequent work with
this apparatus has used superposition of RF on contain-
ment lenses because this approach is more readily
adapted to software control during the course of an MSn

experiment. Mutual storage ion/ion reactions experi-
ments using superposition of RF on the containment
lenses were carried out both in Q3, in which RF voltages
were applied to the exit lens and IQ3 (see Figure 6), and
in Q2, in which the RF voltages were applied to both
IQ2 and IQ3. The latter experiments required reagent
anion accumulation into Q3 from the atmospheric sam-
pling glow discharge ionization (ASGDI) source and
subsequent transfer into Q2. In general, ion/ion reac-
tion rates were noted to be roughly one order of
magnitude greater in the Q2 experiments, presumably
due to the much higher background pressures in Q2
(1–8 mTorr) than those in Q3 (5� 10�5 Torr). Operation
at the higher pressure is expected to give rise to better
spatial overlap of the oppositely charged ion popula-
tions and lower relative velocities.

Figure 5. Conceptual depiction of unbalancing the RF ampli-
tudes on the two sets of opposing poles of a quadrupole rod array.
V is the RF amplitude applied on the rod, “a” is the degree of
unbalance and x, y, z represent the three dimensions. (Reprinted
from Xia et al. [41] with permission from Elsevier. Copyright
© 2005 by the American Society for Mass Spectrometry.)

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of a hybrid triple quadrupole/
linear ion trap modified by addition of an atmospheric sampling
glow discharge ionization source on the side of Q3 linear ion trap
for ion/ion reactions. (Reprinted from Wu et al. [43] with permis-
sion from Analytical Chemistry. Copyright © 2004 American Chem-
ical Society.)
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TRANSMISSION MODE ION/ION REACTION IN LINEAR

ION TRAPS. The linear ion trap (LIT) also facilitates
implementation of ion/ion reaction experiments that do
not require mutual ion polarity storage. The relatively
high ion injection/transmission efficiencies along the
long axis of an RF-only quadrupole array can lead to
good spatial overlap with an ion population stored in a
LIT using DC potentials applied to the containment
lenses. There, in principle, are three ways that transmis-
sion mode ion/ion reactions can be effected in a LIT,
provided both polarities of ions are introduced in the
axial direction, as summarized in Scheme 2. Note that
Scheme 2 indicates oppositely charged ions to be in-
jected from opposing ends of a LIT, but that the three
transmission mode experiments can also be imple-
mented with ion injection via a common end of a LIT.
The first method of transmission mode ion/ion reac-
tions involves the storage of neither ion polarity and
relies on reactions taking place between the ions of
opposite polarity as they are continuously admitted
into the LIT (method I). This method has yet to be
demonstrated. Methods II and III involve storing one
ion polarity, whereas ions of the other polarity are
continuously admitted into the LIT. Both of these ap-
proaches have been demonstrated and evaluated.
The first example of a transmission mode ion/ion

reaction experiment in a LIT was carried out on the triple
quadrupole/LIT depicted in Figure 6 by Wu et al. [43]. In
that example, anions were accumulated and stored in Q2
(via initial anion injection into Q3) and positive analyte
ions were transmitted through Q2 and collected in Q3
(Method III of Scheme 2). The extent of reaction that a
cation can undergo in this approach was determined by
the number of anions stored in Q2, Q2 pressure, and the
transmission time of the cation through Q2, which is not
readily variable over a wide range. Useful proton-
transfer applications, such as separating ions of differ-
ent mass but very similarm/z ratios, were demonstrated
using this approach. However, formation and admis-
sion of reactant ions via ASGDI and radial injection into
Q3 proved to be a very inefficient means for admitting
ions into Q2 and limited the ability to fully evaluate
transmission mode ion/ion reaction experiments for
this reason.

Transmission mode ion/ion reactions in linear ion
traps have recently been revisited using a triple quad-
rupole/LIT instrument with a pulsed dual ion source
placed in front of the atmospheric interface [44, 45]. This
approach to admitting ions into Q2 has overcome the
limitations associated with radial injection of ions into
Q3 and subsequent transfer into Q2. Proton transfer
(charge reduction, charge inversion) and ETD reactions
have been conducted in transmission mode via both
method II and method III in the Q2 linear ion trap.
When the polarity of the product ions is the same as the
transmitted ions, an external device, such as the Q3 LIT,
is needed for product ion mass analysis. However,
when the detection is for the opposite polarity of ions as
the ions in transmission, such an external device is not
necessary. The extents of ion/ion reactions via methods
II and III were found to be similar when each was
conducted under optimized conditions and also com-
parable to those acquired under mutual storage mode,
in terms of both efficiency and information content of
the spectra. Ion parking has also been demonstrated
with ion/ion reactions implemented in transmission
mode [47]. In the case when the parked ions were the
stored species, similar performance to that obtained in
mutual storage mode was noted. However, lower sig-
nals were obtained when the parked ions were the
transmitted species, presumably due to poor transmis-
sion of the resonantly excited ions through the exit
aperture of Q2. Overall, transmission mode ion/ion
reactions offer another option for the implementation of
ion/ion reactions. An advantage of the transmission
mode ion/ion methods is that they do not require
measures to be taken to allow for the mutual storage of
both ion polarities (i.e., superposition of RF voltages on
containment lenses or the use of unbalanced RF). Al-
though transmission mode ion/ion reactions have been
demonstrated to date only on a hybrid triple quadru-
pole/LIT instrument, they can, in principle, be used
with any type of instrument that uses a quadrupole
collision cell. In addition to triple quadrupole instru-
ments, these include, for example, hybrid instruments
such as quadrupole/time-of-flight (QTOF), linear ion
trap/orbitrap, and LIT/Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance (FTICR) instruments.

Ionization

Many of the instrumentation developments associated
with the study of ion/ion reactions have focused on the
expansion of ion/ion reaction phenomenology via the
exploration of novel reagents and, in some cases, by
improving the means by which reactant ions are deliv-
ered to one another. The exploration of novel reagents
has often involved the use of different types of ioniza-
tion methods. In the case of the Y-tube studies dis-
cussed earlier, for example, the replacement of one of
the ESI emitters with atmospheric pressure chemical
ionization expanded the range of species that could be
used to react with the analyte ions. It is most straight-

Scheme 2. Three methods for effecting transmission mode ion/
ion reaction experiments in a LIT: (I) passing ions of both
polarities, (II) positive ion storage/negative ion transmission, (III)
positive ion transmission/negative ion storage.
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forward to use atmospheric pressure ionization meth-
ods with the approaches that rely on ion/ion reactions
at or near atmospheric pressure, however. For this
reason, the range of ionization methods that can be
interfaced to such reactors in facile fashion is limited.
With the ion trap reactors, however, the reaction vessel
and ionization methods are largely uncoupled. For this
reason, a wider variety of ionization approaches have
been explored with ion traps. A summary of the ap-
proaches examined to date is given here, first summa-
rizing work with 3D ion traps and then work with 2D
ion traps.

Ionization Approaches with 3D Ion Traps

The first ion/ion reaction studies in a quadrupole ion
trap used an ESI source to form multiply charged
negative ions with ion injection through an end-cap
electrode. Singly charged positive ions were formed
within the ion trap via electron irradiation of gaseous
species admitted into the vacuum system through a
3-mm hole in the ring electrode [26]. A schematic
diagram of this instrument is shown in Figure 7. This
approach allowed for the formation of radical cations
via electron ionization as well as protonated molecules
via ion trap chemical ionization [46]. Both proton-
transfer [26, 47] and electron-transfer [48] ion/ion reac-
tions involving multiply charged biopolymer anions
were studied with this instrument. The typical experi-
mental sequence involved introduction of multiply
charged negative ions (analytes) via an end-cap elec-
trode, ion isolation, in situ formation of singly charged
positive ions by gating on the filament to introduce
electrons into the ion trap, mutual storage for reaction,
and mass analysis using resonance ejection [49]. This
combination of ionization approaches was best suited
for the study of multiply charged anions with singly
charged cations. It was poorly suited, however, for the
study of the ion/ion reactions of multiply protonated
species due to the inefficient nature of in situ anion
formation using a heated filament [50].
The apparatus shown schematically in Figure 8 was

motivated by interest in the study of ion/ion reactions
between multiply charged positive ions and singly
charged negative ions [51]. Compared to the apparatus
depicted in Figure 7, the major change of the instrumen-
tation was the replacement of the heated filament by an
ASGDI source. The ASGDI source can be used to form

Figure 7. Side-view instrument schematic of a quadrupole ion
trap that combines electrospray ionization and in situ ionization
effected by injection of electrons through the ring-electrode. (Re-
printed from McLuckey and Stephenson [17] with permission
from John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Copyright © 1998.)

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of a quadrupole ion trap mass analyzer that allows for reactions
between ions generated by electrospray ionization (through the end cap electrode) and atmospheric
sampling glow discharge ionization (through the ring electrode). (Reprinted from Stephenson and
McLuckey [51] with permission from Elsevier. Copyright © 1997.)
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either positive or negative reagent ions, but the main
motivation for replacing in situ electron ionization with
the discharge source is the bright anion beams that can
be generated via the discharge for species with rela-
tively high cross sections for electron capture [52]. With
the arrangement shown in Figure 8, each ion source is
independently controlled and all the ion species are
formed outside the ion trap. The experimental sequence
is similar to that for the ESI/heated filament apparatus
described earlier, except that a period for glow dis-
charge replaces the electron gated period. A Hitachi
M-8000 ion trap mass spectrometer (San Jose, CA, USA)
was subsequently modified to provide a similar exper-
imental setup but with significantly improved figures of
merit for mass analysis [53], as discussed further in the
mass analysis section. Instruments of the geometry of
Figure 8 can generate a wide range of reactants for
ion/ion chemistry studies. An area of particular empha-
sis was the study of proton transfer from multiply
protonated peptides and proteins to singly charged
anions [54]. These studies were facilitated by the
ready formation of bright anion beams derived from
perfluorocarbons such as perfluro-1,3-dimethylcyclohexane
(PDCH). Perfluorocarbon anions proved to be partic-
ularly useful reagents for deprotonation of peptides
and proteins. Most recently, ETD of multiply proton-
ated peptides in a 3D ion trap with a setup similar
to that shown in Figure 8 has been reported [55],
with the ASGDI source being used to generate radical
anions from species such as sulfur dioxide and
nitrobenzene [56].
Glish and colleagues [57] developed an apparatus

similar to that shown in Figure 8 to study reactions
between Fe� and FeCO2

� ions with oppositely charged
peptide and protein ions. The multiply charged pep-
tide/protein ions were formed by ESI and injected into
the ion trap via an end-cap electrode, whereas the
singly charged reagent ions were formed using laser
desorption/ablation from a stainless steel surface and
entered the ion trap via a hole in the ring electrode.
Several types of reaction phenomena were observed
including charge reduction via electron transfer, adduct
formation, and protein/peptide dissociation.
The three instrument geometries just discussed share

the use of reagent ion admission via the ring electrode
and, in all three cases, the RF voltage used to create the
oscillating quadrupolar field was applied to the ring
electrode. The motivation for admitting ions and elec-
trons through the ring electrode in the first instance was
the lack of a straightforward means for admitting ions
of both polarities via an end-cap electrode. Although
significant progress in studying gas-phase ion/ion
chemistry has been made with these tools, there are
significant drawbacks associated with the admitting
ions through the ring electrode. For example, capture of
ions admitted through the ring electrode (radial injec-
tion) is estimated to be two orders of magnitude less
efficient than capture of ions injected via an end-cap
electrode (which, in turn, is at least an order of magni-

tude less efficient than capture of ions admitted axially
into a linear ion trap). Furthermore, the ions injected
radially experience stronger electric fields than those
injected axially, which often leads to significantly
greater degrees of fragmentation [53]. These two factors
combine to limit the range of species that can be used to
react with multiply charged ions injected through the
end-cap electrode.
The apparatus depicted schematically in Figure 9 has

been constructed to address limitations associated with
ion formation via the ring electrode. A DC quadrupole
is used to direct sequentially oppositely charged ions
into the ion trap via an end-cap electrode [58]. Two ion
sources (source A and source B) are situated 90° from
the axial dimension of the ion trap and 180° from each
other, and the ions from each source are guided in turn
through a 90° turn into the center of one end-cap
electrode. The voltages applied to the DC quadrupole
and the lens elements between the ion trap and the DC
quadrupole can be switched under computer control to
coordinate the accumulation of ions of each polarity in
the ion trap. The hardware for each source can be
operated as an ASGDI source or as an atmosphere/
vacuum interface. This arrangement, therefore, allows
for the study of a wide range of ionic reactants through
ion source combinations that include ESI/ESI, ESI/
ASGDI, and ESI/corona discharge ionization. The im-
proved ion capture efficiency and lesser degree of
fragmentation upon ion accumulation also allow for the
use of ion sources of moderate to low brightness, such
as ESI, and therefore made possible the first ion/ion
reaction studies of multiply charged ions of opposite
polarity in an ion trap [16, 59].
The facility with which electrodynamic ion traps can

execute MSn experiments and the high efficiencies as-
sociated with ion/ion reactions allow for the use of
multiple ion/ion reactions within a single MSn experi-
ment. For some experiments, it is desirable to be able to
use more than one type of reagent ion in the “process-

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the dueling ESI ion trap mass
spectrometer. (Reprinted from Wells et al. [58] with permission
from Elsevier. Copyright © 2002 by the American Society for Mass
Spectrometry.)
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ing” of an analyte ion. In experiments of this kind, it
may be desirable to have available more than two ion
sources so that each ion source can be individually
optimized for the analyte ions and the various reagent
ions. A quadrupole ion trap with up to four indepen-
dent ion sources, as depicted in the schematic diagram
of Figure 10, has been constructed to meet this need
[60]. This instrument combines features associated with
the apparatus shown in Figures 8 and 9. A DC quadru-
pole is used to direct ions from three independent ion
sources to an end-cap electrode, rather than two as in
the case of the instrument of Figure 9. As with the
apparatus of Figure 8, there is also an ASGDI source
mounted orthogonal to the main ion optical axis to
inject ions through one ring electrode, as discussed
earlier. This instrument allows remarkable flexibility
with respect to the cation/anion combinations that can
be used in a single experiment. Novel experiments that
use more than two ion sources have been demonstrated
with this device, including the formation of multi-unit
protein hetero-complexes in the gas phase [61] and the
net increase in the absolute charge of an ion via sequen-
tial charge inversion reactions [8, 9].
The most recent description of a 3D ion trap mass

spectrometer adapted for ion/ion reactions is that of
a commercially available system designed to enable
ETD studies (i.e., the Bruker HCTultra, also marketed
as the Agilent 6340 ETD ion trap). This ion trap
system consists of an ESI source for introducing
positively charged peptide or protein ions and a
chemical ionization source positioned orthogonal to
an octopole ion guide leading to an end-cap electrode
for injecting radical anions derived from fluoran-
thene [62, 63]. Analyte cations are first accumulated
in the ion trap using cation transmission along the
octopole ion guide, and the selected precursor is
isolated. A gate to transmit negative ions is then
opened to allow transmission of anions into the
octopole ion guide and on to the entrance end cap of
the ion trap. This approach shares the advantages of

the instrument of Figure 9 in that both reagents are
injected through an end-cap electrode, thereby avoid-
ing use of the less efficient and more energetic
ring-electrode injection.

Ionization Approaches with Linear Ion Traps

Two of the instrument geometries for admitting oppo-
sitely charged ions into linear ion traps have been
discussed, that is, the admission of ions axially from
opposite ends of the LIT (see Figure 4) and the injection
of one polarity of ions axially and the other radially (see
Figure 6). Injection of ions from opposite ends of the
LIT, as is done with the LTQ XL linear ion trap
marketed by ThermoFinnigan, is facilitated by the use
of mass selective radial ejection into detectors on the
sides of the quadrupole array for mass analysis [37]. For
LITs that use mass selective axial ejection, such as those
marketed by ABI and MDS Sciex, a detector is placed
adjacent to one of the ends of the quadrupole array.
Given the limitations associated with radial injection of
ions into ion traps, effort has recently been focused on
the development of ion inlets that allow all reactant ions
to be admitted through one side of the LIT. This is also
desirable for hybrid instruments, even those that use
radial ejection from the LIT, due to limitations in the
accessibility of both sides of the LIT as a result of the
coupling of the LIT with other analyzers.
For most of the home-built or heavily modified mass

spectrometers discussed earlier for ion/ion reaction
studies inside an electrodynamic ion trap, an arrange-
ment of distinct ion sources, each with its own interface,
is used. This maximizes flexibility but, from the stand-
point of cost and ease of implementation with commer-
cial platforms, it is also desirable to be able to use a
single atmosphere/vacuum interface for all reactant
species. Effort has therefore been directed to imple-
menting means for forming and admitting multiple
reactant ions through one side of a linear ion trap and
via a single vacuum/atmosphere interface. A major
objective, however, has been to minimize losses in
flexibility, relative to the use of completely independent
and distinct ion sources.
The first demonstration of ion/ion reactions in

which both reactants are admitted through the same
end of the LIT and via a common interface takes
advantage of a bipolar ionization source [i.e., a sonic
spray ionization (SSI) source], to form both positive and
negative ions. SSI is a spray ionization technique first
introduced by Hirabayashi et al. [64, 65] in the mid-
1990s, and then adopted and developed further by
others [66]. A unique feature associated with SSI is that
both positive and negative ions are formed simulta-
neously. In addition, multiply charged ions can be
formed, which is important for ion/ion reaction studies
via mass spectrometry. The ion/ion reactions associ-
ated with the use of a single SSI source were demon-
strated on a triple quadrupole/LIT mass spectrometer
in the mutual storage mode, whereby solutions contain-

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of multiple-source quadrupole ion
trap mass spectrometer. (Reprinted from Badman et al. [60] with
permission from Analytical Chemistry. Copyright © 2002 American
Chemical Society.)
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ing both analyte and reagent species are subjected to SSI
and the oppositely charged ions are sequentially in-
jected into the Q2 LIT [67]. A variety of potential
reagents were examined for the purpose of proton-
transfer and complex formation reactions. The advan-
tage of using an SSI source for ion/ion reactions is that,
the SSI source, in principle, can be added to any
commercial instrument and be used for most proton-
transfer ion/ion reaction experiments demonstrated
thus far. The disadvantage, on the other hand, is that
analytes and reagents must be mixed in one solution for
the simultaneous formation of cationic and anionic
reactants. Although no obvious signal suppression was
observed in the reported studies, the potential for
matrix effects is unavoidable when mixtures of analyte
and reagent species are present in solution. Further-
more, the ionization efficiency of sonic spray often does
not compare favorably with other forms of spray ion-
ization. Therefore, it is highly desirable to have a dual
polarity ionization source that allows for the indepen-
dent optimization of ionization conditions for analyte
and reagent species.
Pulsed dual ESI sources [68] and ESI/atmospheric

pressure chemical ionization (APCI) sources [69] have
been recently described for ion/ion reaction studies
that overcome the disadvantages associated with the
use of SSI. The home-built dual source is placed directly
in front of the atmospheric/vacuum interface of a triple
quadrupole/LIT mass spectrometer. A schematic dia-
gram of a pulsed dual electrospray source is shown in
Figure 11. The dual ESI/APCI source has a similar
arrangement to that of the dual ESI source in which one
of the ESI emitters is replaced by an APCI needle. In
both cases, alternately pulsed high potentials are ap-
plied to each emitter of the dual source, which sequen-
tially generates the oppositely charged ions for subse-
quent ion/ion reactions. The voltages are pulsed to
avoid possible cross talk between the two emitters if

they are both simultaneously generating ions. Minimal
compromise in the performance of each ion source due
to the placement of the other ion source has been noted.
The signals of positive and negative ions upon repeated
alternative pulsing of the two emitters have shown
good reproducibility such that the combined emitter
approach is a robust means for forming both analyte
and reactant ions in which each form of ionization can
be optimized individually.
The dual ESI and ESI/APCI sources can both be used

for single proton-transfer reactions and single electron-
transfer reactions. ETD experiments with the dual ESI
source have been enabled by the recent development of
means for forming electron-transfer reagents via ESI
[70]. However, several ETD reagents that are most
readily formed via APCI or CI are more efficient than
the ESI-derived reagents identified to date. Therefore, at
least at this time, the ESI/APCI approach is the more
suitable for ETD studies. The alternately pulsed dual
ESI source is most suitable in implementation of single
and multiple proton-transfer ion/ion reactions. For
example, charge inversion reactions, which involve
multiple proton transfers, are readily implemented with
the dual ESI configuration, but not by the ESI/APCI
approach. In this sense, the pulsed dual ESI and ESI/
APCI sources are complementary.
The use of pulsed ion sources for the generation of

analyte and reagent ions is not necessarily restricted to
two ion sources. Provided the necessary power supplies
can be gated via the instrument software, it should be
possible to incorporate additional emitters. For exam-
ple, a pulsed triple ionization source, using a common
atmospheric/vacuum interface and ion path, has been
reported [71] to generate different types of ions for
sequential ion/ion reaction experiments in a linear ion
trap. Compared to the pulsed dual ESI or ESI/APCI
source, the pulsed triple ion source is particularly useful
for MSn experiments that use more that one type of
reagent ion, such as charge increase via sequential
charge inversion reactions [7, 8]. The pulsed double or
triple ion source holds significant advantages over the
SSI source for ion/ion reaction studies in terms of the
flexibility to optimize ionization conditions for each
ionic species, the wide choice of ion/ion reaction com-
binations, and superior ionization efficiency. Further-
more, the demonstration of three pulsed ion sources
suggests that there is no inherent limit to the number of
distinct emitters that might be used. However, at some
point, a static placement of emitters can be expected to
lead to significant compromises in sampling efficiency
for one or more of the ion sources.

Mass Analysis for Ion/Ion Reactions

To date, published means for the mass analysis of
ion/ion reaction products include a quadrupole mass
filter, orthogonal acceleration time-of-flight, and vari-
ous means for scanning electrodynamic ion traps. At-
mospheric pressure ion/ion reaction studies have used
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the pulsed dual electrospray
source coupled with the nano-electrospray ionization interface of
a Q TRAP mass spectrometer.
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either mass filtering or time-of-flight. In these cases, the
ion/ion reaction environment and the mass analyzer
are physically decoupled. The vast majority of ion trap
studies, on the other hand, have used the ion trap as
both the reaction volume and the mass analyzer. Al-
though the mass analysis figures of merit of an ion trap
are modest in some respects, it is convenient to be able
to use the reaction vessel as the mass analyzer. Further-
more, the ability of an ion trap to mass analyze high m/z
ions is particularly useful for ion/ion reaction studies of
ions derived from high mass biomolecules. The upper
m/z limit typically supported by most commercial ion
trap instruments is 2000–4000. However, ions of much
higher m/z ratios can be analyzed with an ion trap by
use of, for example, resonance ejection at relatively low
qz values [51, 72]. In the earliest ion trap ion/ion studies,
home-built quadrupole ion trap systems, such as those
shown in Figures 7–10, have been controlled by Finni-
gan ITMS electronics, which are designed for the anal-
ysis of ions of m/z � 650. The ion traps in those studies
are operated at an angular RF frequency (�)� 1.1 MHz,
ring electrode radius (r0)� 1.0 cm, and the amplitude of
RF applied to the ring electrode (VRFVV ) � 0–7500 V0-p
[53]. Singly charged bovine serine albumin ions (m/z �
66,000) formed via ion/ion deprotonation of multiply
charged albumin have been observed in ion traps
operated under these conditions via resonance ejection,
but at very low relative abundance. A significant de-
crease in ion storage efficiency beyond m/z 30,000 is
generally observed and is attributed to an increasingly
weak trapping field (low Dz; see eq 2) as the ion m/z
increases.
The Hitachi M-8000 quadrupole ion trap mass spec-

trometer, later modified for ion/ion studies to give an
instrument similar in geometry to that of Figure 8 [55],
is operated at � � 770 kHz, r0 � 0.707 cm, and VRFVV �
0–8000 Vo-p. With a smaller radius and functioning at a
lower angular frequency, the M-8000 provides deeper
trapping wells for a given value of VRFVV than the ITMS
systems just mentioned. Ions with m/z values as high as
150,000 have been analyzed via the M-8000 quadrupole
ion trap, as illustrated in Figure 12.
A comparison of the mass analysis performance

between the ITMS system and the M-8000 system is
demonstrated in Figure 13, with experiments involving
charge reduction of CID products of [M�7H]7� ubiq-
uitin ions. The superior mass resolving power of the
M-8000 system is apparent. The modified M-8000 qua-
druople ion trap generally provides mass accuracy of
about 200 ppm (external calibration) and a mass resolv-
ing power of about 1500 at m/z � 20,000.
The M-8000 quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer

with improved mass analysis performance relative to
the ITMS-based system proved to be particularly useful
in top-down protein analysis with an ion trap. For
example, interpretable MS/MS spectra of proteins up
to 25.9 kDa have been obtained on this instrument [6]
and modified a priori unknown proteins have been

characterized, with the aid of ion/ion proton transfer
reactions [73].
Much more meager information regarding the mass

analysis characteristics of linear ion traps at high m/z
ratios has been reported, relative to the performance of
3D ion traps. The only published work was collected
with the instrument depicted in Figure 6, which is a
modified MDS Sciex QTRAP 2000 benchtop instrument,
based on the use of mass-selective axial ejection from a
low-pressure (10�5 Torr range) linear ion trap. An
upper m/z limit of at least 33,000 has been observed for
the ion/ion reaction products, with resolving power
around 1000 for ions with m/z � 20,000. It is premature
to draw general conclusions about mass analysis char-
acteristics of MSAE for high m/z ions from the limited
studies performed. However, for linear ion traps using
radial ejection, the parameters affecting mass analysis
for high m/z ions can be expected to be similar to those
for a 3D ion trap.
In most of the ion/ion reaction studies described to

date, either the ionization and reaction environment
have been closely coupled, as with the atmospheric
pressure studies, or the reaction vessel also served as
the mass analyzer, as with most of the ion trap experi-
ments. For optimum performance and flexibility, how-
ever, it is desirable to be able to decouple each of the
aspects of Scheme 1 as much as possible so that each can
be individually and independently optimized. Ion trap–
based instruments already largely decouple ionization
from the reaction environment and they provide a high
degree of experimental flexibility with their MSn capa-
bilities. Therefore, an apparatus consisting of an ion
trap for ion/ion reactions, coupled with a form of mass
analysis with superior mass analysis characteristics
relative to those of ion traps, can realize the goal of a
tool that largely decouples all aspects of an ion/ion
reaction depicted in Scheme 1. Some of the logical

Figure 12. Post ion/ion reaction mass spectrum of (a) bovine
serum albumin and (b) bovine immunoglobulin IgG. (Reprinted
from Reid et al. [53] with permission from Elsevier. Copyright
© 2003.)
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instrument platforms that can be envisioned include
hybrid mass spectrometers with a combination of an
electrodynamic ion trap with (1) a time-of-flight (TOF)
mass analyzer, (2) an orbitrap mass analyzer, and (3) an
FTICR mass analyzer. A hybrid instrument with TOF
mass analysis and ion/ion reaction capabilities has
recently been reported based on a modified commercial
quadrupole TOF tandem mass spectrometer (QSTAR
XL, Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex, Concord, ON,
Canada) [74]. The instrument consists of three quadru-
poles (ion guide Q0, mass filter Q1, collision cell Q2)
and a reflectron TOF analyzer with orthogonal injection
of ions. A home-built pulsed dual ESI source or a
nano-ESI/APCI source has been used for the formation
of reactant ions for proton transfer reactions or ETD
reactions. The key hardware modification of the instru-
ment is the superposition of auxiliary RF signals to the
containment lenses of the Q2 quadrupole array to
enable mutual storage ion/ion reactions. Note that such
a modification is not necessary to perform transmission
mode ion/ion reactions (methods II and III). The sche-
matic of such an instrument is shown in Figure 14 and
an example of an experimental sequence is shown in
which DC potentials along the instrument axis at dif-
ferent steps are indicated.
The quadrupole time-of-flight tandem mass spec-

trometer, abbreviated here as QqTOF, is analogous to
the hybrid triple quadrupole/LIT instrument of Figure
6, except that the orthogonal TOF mass analyzer re-
places a third linear ion trap (Q3). The TOF provides
significant improvements in mass resolving power and
mass measurement accuracy. An upper m/z of around
66,000 is observed, which is most likely limited by the
poor detection efficiency of singly charged high m/z

ions with the relatively low acceleration voltage applied
in the TOF section (4 kV). The mass resolving power for
the ion/ion products over a wide m/z range is about
8000, with mass accuracy around 20 ppm for external
calibration and 5 ppm for internal calibration. The
post-ion/ion CID spectrum of [M�8H]8� ubiquitin ions
acquired on the modified QqTOF instrument is shown
in Figure 15 to provide an indication of the quality of
the data. Essentially all the key ion/ion experiments
demonstrated with ions traps can be readily imple-
mented, such as proton-transfer reactions, ETD reac-
tions, and parallel ion parking for multi-components.
The QqTOF mass spectrometer modified with ion/ion
capabilities provides a powerful platform for the anal-
ysis of the macro-ions in the gas phase and is one
example of high-performance hybrid instruments that
can be envisioned.

Conclusions

Innovation in instrument development has played a
fundamental role in the exploration and application of
ion/ion reactions involving multiply charged ions. Fur-
ther opportunities for innovation are apparent in all key
aspects of an ion/ion reaction experiment: approaches
for formation and introduction of reactant ions, condi-
tions for conducting reactions, and product ion mass
analysis. There are certainly many opportunities to
explore the use of other ionization methods for the
formation of reactant ions. When the range of gas-phase
ions that can be formed via the panoply of ionization
methods available to the mass spectrometrist is consid-
ered, likely new ion/ion reaction phenomenologies can
be discovered. Electrodynamic ion traps are likely to

Figure 13. Post ion/ion reaction CID mass spectra of the [M�7H]7� ion of ubiquitin obtained from
(a) Finnigan ITMS and (b) Hitachi model M-8000 mass spectrometers. (c) and (d) show expanded
mass-to-charge ratio regions from 6400 to 7400 of the data in A and B, respectively. (Reprinted from
Reid et al. [53] with permission from Elsevier. Copyright © 2003.)
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continue to be widely used as ion/ion reaction vessels,
particularly as systems based on ion traps that support
ion/ion reaction experiments are offered commercially.
However, the use of crossed or merged beams for the
study of ion/ion reactions could provide information
that is difficult or impossible to obtain with the atmo-
spheric pressure and ion trap–based methods. The
advent of hybrid instruments that separate the compo-
nent aspects of an ion/ion reaction experiment makes

the development of tools that can reach very high
performance standards, in terms of sensitivity, mass
resolution, mass accuracy, and so forth. The recent
adaptation of a hybrid quadrupole linear ion trap-
orbitrap mass spectrometer for ion/ion reaction studies
exemplifies such a trend [75]. Ion/ion reactions might
also find use with hybrid instruments capable of pro-
viding both mass and ion mobility information. Such
developments will underlie improved understanding

Figure 14. Schematic drawing of a modified quadrupole time-of-flight tandem mass spectrometer
(QSTAR XL). The plots below show the potential along the instrument axis at different steps for single
ion/ion reaction experiments. (Reprinted from Xia et al. [74] with permission from Analytical
Chemistry. Copyright © 2006 American Chemical Society.)

Figure 15. Post ion/ion reaction CID mass spectra of the [M�8H]8� ion of ubiquitin obtained
from the apparatus shown in Figure 14. (Reprinted from Xia et al. [74] with permission from
Analytical Chemistry. Copyright © 2006 American Chemical Society.)
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and use of gas-phase ion/ion reactions and thereby
expand the potential of mass spectrometry for the
solution of problems in modern science.
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